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TO: The Columbia River Gorge N.S.A. Commissioners, and the Forest Service.

FROM: Dave Thies, President
Columbia Gorge Audubon Society
P. O. Box 1393

\Mhite Salmon, WA 98672

DATE: April10,2021

COPIES : Interested parties.

RE: Synergy Resources LLC approved timber cut in the Burdoin Mountain Special
Management Area.

Kind People:

When Congress held public hearings on pending Columbia River Gorge legislation, the
Snowden Community Council sent me to'Washington D. C. to present our
recommendation for a Special Management Area (SMA) within council boundaries that
would include Major and Catherine Creek Canyons. There was no Gorge legislation
recognition given to those canyons at that time. Soon thereafter, adopting almost all the
boundary recommendations we made, Congress created the Burdoin Mountain SMA.

I no not know if any of you knew Bill Lauterbach, but I swe remember him, and he was
quite a character. He owned a large ranch within this SMA, and the only time I met him
he told me he used to kill people like me. 'When Bill passed, I traveled to Portland and
walked into the office of the Trust for Public Land and told Bowen Blair that the
Lauterbach Ranch was for sale, and he should buy it. Bowen had not heard anything
about this sale, nor did he know the significance of this ranch, until I told him where it
was located. Bowen followed through, and the ranch was purchased and eventually
became public property within the Burdoin Mountain SMA.

I bring these facts to your attention because I want you to know that I have a long term
involvement and commitment to this SMA, and I really do not want it messed up and
treated like just another timber harvest area. I suggest that it is no coincidence that high



grade marketable fir is being targeted in the Bwdoin Mountain SMA, and as someone
who has worked in every phase of tlre forest products industry, I assure you that
regardless of the fancy reasoning for cutting timber that the Forest Service likes to give, a
cut is still a cut, and the damage to the forest is still just as devastating.

The Synergy Resources LLC approved timber cut in the East Fork of Major Creek
Canyon is of great concem to me, and to Columbia Gorge Audubon Society. Removing
a million board feet of timber (roughly 2í0logtruck loads) from approximately 65 acres
seems excessive to us, to say the least.

This same area has an interesting history. Years ago, Nancy Russell (Friends of the
Gorge founder) was invited on a field trip with us to see a23 acre stand of mature hees
the DNR was going to clear cut before they left this very sarne area to consolidatc their
holdings elsewhere. Nancy was appalled back then at what was about to happen.
EVEN THOUGH THE CONTRACT WAS SIGNED, Nancy stopped that cut. It
encourages us that the Friends of the Gorge still remains committed to protecting this
SMA. Lateq the Forest Service renewed their interest in this arca againby expressing a
concern about the unsightþ Bonneville Power lines and the gas line that crosses these
canyons. The Forest Service proposed to cut timber to give the cleared BPA easements
"a more natr¡ral look." Some of this cutting would have included the area Nancy Russell
had saved. A lot of mature and old growth trees, not just there, but also elsewhere within
the SMA, would have fallen in this "beautification plan." I asked the Forest Service to
hold offand they did. But now the DNR and Forest Service have returned to this same
area for a third time by approving the much larger Synergy Resources cut. Every time
different reasoning was offered for the cutting, but isn't it obvious by now that the real
re¿Non is monetary?

Aerial photos show mature and old growth trees within this 65 acres Synergy Resources
wants to take a bite out of. I hiked this area yesterday with Roger Gadway, President of
the Snowden Community Council. A tree that had fallen across the BPA access road
and had been cut to reopen the road. Roger counted the tree rings and it was just over
250 years old. This was not an unusually large tree in the canyon. During the field trip
we noticed: almost all of tlre trees were mature marketable firs; the trees were self
limbing and live limbs were typically 60 to 80 feet from the forest floor, giving the forest
a park-like appearance when walking through it; and the forest was self thinning due to
blow-downs and drought, In short, the forest was managing itselfl just like mature forest
do.

Within the last few years, the Forest Service has conducted fire abatement by under story
burning and considerable timber removal within this SMA. We also recognize the
dangers of wildfire; however, we believe that removing dead limbs from firs and pines,
followed by controlled burns, would be just as effective, and probably more so than tree
removal. According to Forest Biologist Jerry Franklin and Norm Johnson (lead
biologists for the 1994 Northwest Forest Plan), density is not a problem in a mature
forest like it is in young forests. Jerry Franklin, has stated that matures forests represent
only 15o/o of the Northwest forests todayo and that NONE of them should be cut. Franklin



has recommended cutting only in forest plantations to create natural openings, if that is
what is desired. Franklin and Johnson were talking about forests NOT under Special
Management Area protection; are we to give Special Management Area forests less
protection than we give the run-of-the-mill forests? These professional forest biologists
are recognized as THE TOP EXPERTS in mature and old growth forests.

The Forest Service says they want to create an old growth forest in this SMA. They
cannot accomplish that goal through logging. Removing as much (or more!) than half of
the mature and old growth trecs in this forest will only serve to dry out the forest floor
and make it less habitable for fir trees. Just as elk hunting removes the best elk, leaving
the weaker ones to pass on their genes; logging removes the best trees and leaves the
weaker ones to maintain the forest. This is, unfortunately, how we typically "managre"
nature. Add the monetary aspect to this mix and you end up with a plan that hurts ttre
forest a lot more than it helps.

I would like to know - and I believe the Gorge Commission should know - howmuch
board foot of timber has been extracted from this SMA for fire abatement and for other
rerßons, and how much timber is planned for extraction? I heard that the total may be
around 800 log truck loads. This sounds about right if they can take 250 loads from 65

acres. I believe we should know the percentage of mature and old growth hees to be cut.
Even if the number of log truck loads are less than 800, this does not look like Special
Management to me.

Therefore,I am asking the Gorge Commission to:

(l) Request the Forest Service to pauses all timber removal in this SMA until
independent experts can evaluate the situation. I am not suggesting a five or even a one
year study. I am suggesting a Forest Service sponsored uwalk through" by at least one of
the experts I have mentioned (and one not yet mentioned: Chris Maser), forlheir
recommendation(s).

(2) Request the Forest Service reveal the total SMA cut (measured in log truck loads)
taken from this SMA so far, along with the total planned to be cut. We should also know
the percentage of firs planned for removal, and the size and age of those trees. The total
planned cut (measured in log truck loads) should be made public in a Forest Service press
release. Your guess is as good as mine as to why the Forest Service has not done this
yet.

If any of the expert(s) I mention walk through the Synergy Resources LLC 65 acres and
determines that the Forest Service cut plan should happen as proposed, we will accept
their word; but if they decide that it should not, then we will have leamed something
critically important, and a great forest could be saved. If given the opportunity, perhaps
these experts migtrt also offer their thoughts on other timber cuts planned for this SMA's
forests.



lrcalize that the Gorge Commission may be reluctant to get involved in "Forest Service
business," but protecting the Gorge is all of otn business. While you may not have
authority over this SMA, A GORGE COMMISSION REQUEST CAN GO WHERE
LACK OF ATHORITY CANNOT, and can influence Forest Service to reconsideration
their SMA forest management. If you do not ask for a pause in the logging it will
proceed, if not in the East Fork 65 acres, then elsewhere in the SMA. [n our field tip we
noticed recent clear cuts of at least 30 acres in size in the East Fork of Major Creek
Canyon within this SMA. See what I mean?

IVhen I went back to Washington D. C. to ask the Congressional committees to establish
this SMA, I did it because I cared about this is placeo and because I knew if I didn't ask
for it, it wouldn't happen. Once a mature forest is cut, about 200 years must pass before
you have an equivalent replacement. The requests I have made here are reasonable, and
they represent the best interests of future public enjoyment of this SMA. Why not ask the
Forest Service to pause this cut, and the other timber cuts in this SMA, and hand over the
proposed timber cut volume to you and the media? And let's get that independent
opinion.

Thank you for your serious consideration of this matter

llor*oÍ^¿-
Dave Thies, President
Columbia Gorge Audubon Society


